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Global existence of solutions to the
Einstein-Yang-Mills-dilaton equations 
Todd A. Oliynyk †




We prove the existence of a countable number of solutions to the static spher-
ically symmetric SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills-dilaton (EYMd) equations. Existence
is established using a Newtonian limit type argument which shows that static spher-
ically symmetric SU(2) Yang-Mills-dilaton solutions can be continued smoothly to
EYMd solutions provided they satisfy certain fall off conditions.
1 Introduction
Unlike the four dimensional Yang-Mills (YM) equations which have no static solutions
of nite energy [7, 6], the SU(2) Yang-Mills-dilaton (YMd) equations were shown nu-
merically to posses a countably innite sequence of static, globally regular, spherically
symmetric solutions [12,3]. Existence of these solutions was rigorously established using
shooting techniques in [10]. In the papers [13, 4] it was found, again numerically, that
the YMd solutions persist when the Yang-Mills and dilaton elds are coupled to gravity.
The result is a countably innite sequence of static, globally regular, spherically symmet-
ric solutions to the SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills-dilaton (EYMd) equations with the same
qualitative behavior for the Yang-Mills and dilaton elds as when gravity is absent.
In this paper we rigorously prove the existence of a countable number of solutions to
the static spherically symmetric SU(2) EYMd equations. We prove existence by using
a Newtonian limit type argument to show that the YMd solutions can be continued
smoothly to EYMd solutions provided they satisfy certain fall o conditions.
The Newtonian limit argument in the form that is employed in this paper was devel-
oped by Lottermoser in [14] and subsequently used by Heilig to establish the existence of
slowly rotating stars [11]. The results of Heilig and of this paper show that Newtonian
limit is a powerful method for obtaining existence theorems in general relativity for static
or stationary matter models. We will, in upcoming work, present a detailed description
of the Newtonian limit method along with some applications so that the technique may
nd wider applications.
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In section 2 we set up the equations in a form suitable to use the Newtonian limit
while in section 3 we review the theory of weighted Sobolev spaces which will be essential
to our existence proof. The Banach spaces for our eld variables (i.e. the dilaton eld,
gauge potential, and metric density) are set up in section 4 and then in section 5 the eld
equations are shown to be smooth on those spaces. Sections 6-8 contain the Newtonian
limit argument. In these sections it is shown that if there exist a static spherically
symmetric solution to the YMd equations satisfying certain conditions then the solution
can be continued smoothly to a solution of the full EYMd equations. Finally, global
existence is established in section 9 by showing that the solutions to the YMd equations
that were established rigorously in [10] satisfy our conditions and hence produce EYMd
solutions.
2 EYMd equations
For indexing of tensors and related quantities greek indices, ; ; γ etc., will always run
from 0 to 4 while roman indices, i; j; k etc., will range from 1 to 3. We will use bold
letters such as x to denote points in R3, i.e. x = (x1; x2; x3).
Let g
o




 = diag(−−1; 1; 1; 1)  := 1
c2
(2.1)









 = diag(−; 1; 1; 1) : (2.2)









j := j det(g
o
)j : (2.3)
Assume that g is another metric dened on R4. Let (g) := (g)−1 and introduce
the density
g := jgj 12 g where jgj := j det(g)j : (2.4)









which will be taken as our primary gravitational variable. Observe that the metric g
can be recovered from U by
g =
1pjgjg




2U and jgj = j det(g)j.
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The Einstein equations can be written in terms of the density (2.5) as [14],
























 + 42U ; (2.9)
g :=
p
g where (g) := (g)−1 ; (2.10)
























D := gU; + gU ; − 2U(;g); (2.15)
and T is the stress-energy tensor. As discussed in [11], any solution (;U ; T) of
(2.6) for  > 0 is a solution of Einsteins equations displayed in units where c = 1=
p
.
Following [11], we choose harmonic coordinates
rrx = 0 ; or equivalently U; = 0 ;
which allows us to write the full Einstein eld equations as
U; = 0 ; (2.16)






UU; + UU; − 2U(;U)

+A +B + C : (2.18)
The equations (2.17) will be called the reduced eld equations.
It is important to recognize that alone reduced eld equations (2.17) are not equivalent
to the Einstein eld equations (2.6). However, it is shown in [11] x6 that if T ; = 0 and
(2.17) can be solved and the stress-energy tensor T satisifes certain conditions then
the harmonic condition (2.16) will be automatically satised. In this case, a solution to
(2.17) will actually be a solution to the full Einstein equation (2.6).
We will let A = Adx denote the SU(2)-gauge potential and  the dilaton eld.





= 0 ; (2.19)
rr − ‘Y
‘d
e2 gghFjFi = 0 ; (2.20)
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where D() := r() + [A; ] is the gauge covariant derivative, ‘Y the Yang-Mills
coupling constant, f‘d; g the dilaton coupling constants,
F := A; −A; + [A; A ] (2.21)
the gauge eld, and hji is an Ad-invariant positive denite inner-product on su(2).
Multiplying (2.19) and (2.20) by
p
jgj and jgj, respectively, we nd that
g

F; − ΓF − ΓF + 2 ;F + [A ; F ]

= 0 ; (2.22)
g
 





= 0 ; (2.23)
where the Christoel Γγ symbols are given by
Γγ = g
(2ggγ − gγg )U ; + 2(g (U ;γ) − 2g(U;γ)) : (2.24)
The stress energy tensor can be written as
T = 12‘d
(






ggg hFjF i − 14ggghFjF i

: (2.25)
Using the YMd equations (2.19)-(2.20) , it is straightforward to verify that any YMd
solution satises
T ; = 0 (2.26)
automatically irrespective of the metric. Consequently, it will be enough to solve the
reduced eld equations (2.17) and the YMd equations (2.19)-(2.20) to obtain a solution
to the full EYMd eld equations.
Let
T  := 4GjdjT (2.27)
so that
T  = 2G‘d
(




‘Ypjdje2 (ggg hF jF i − 14ggghFjF i : (2.28)
3 Weighted Sobolev Spaces
Let V denote a nite dimensional vector space with norm j  j.
Definition 3.1. The weighted Lesbegue space Lp(R
n; V ), 1  p  1, with weight  2 R
is the set of all measurable maps from Rn to V in Lploc(R









ess supRn(−juj) if p = 1 ;
is nite. Here (x) :=
pjxj2 + 1. If V = R then we write Lp(Rn) instead of Lp(Rn; V ).
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Definition 3.2. The weighted Sobolev space Wk;p (R
n; V ), 1  p  1, k 2 N0, with
weight  2 R is the set
Wk;p (R






where I = (I1; I2; : : : ; In) is a multi-index and @I := @I11 @
I2
2    @Inn . If V = R then we
will write Wk;p (R
n) instead of Wk;p (R
n; V ).




n; V ) ! Wk−1;p−1 (Rn; V ) (3.1)
is a continuous linear map. Also from the denition and Ho¨lders inequality it is easy to
show (see also [1], proposition 1.2 (i) ) that if k1  k2 and 1 < 2 then
Wk1;p1 (R
n; V )  Wk2;p2 (Rn; V ) : (3.2)
Finally, we note that the set C10 (R
n; V ) of smooth maps from Rn to V with compact
support is dense in Wk;p (R
n; V ). As above, if V = R then we write C10 (R
n) instead
of C10 (R
n; V ). We will now state some results in weighted Sobolev spaces that will be
needed. For proofs see [1] and [5].
Lemma 3.3. If there exists a multiplication V1  V2 ! V3 (u; v) 7! u  v then the
corresponding multiplication
Wk1;p1 (R
n; V1)Wk2;p2 (Rn; V2) ! W
k3;p
3
(Rn; V3) : (u; v) 7! u  v
is bilinear and continuous if k1; k2  k3, k3 < k1 + k2 − n=p, and 1 + 2 < 3 .
Proof. See lemma 2.5 in [5] for the case p = 2. For all p this can be proved easily using
theorem 1.2 of [1].
Theorem 3.4. For  < 0 the Laplacian
 : Wk;p (R
n; V ) ! Wk−2;p−2 (Rn; V )
is continuous and injective. Moreover if 2− n <  < 0 then the Laplacian is an isomor-









where !n is the area of the unit sphere in Rn.
Lemma 3.5. For k1 > k2, 1 < 2, and 1  p <1 the embedding
Wk1;p1 (R
n; V ) ! Wk2;p2 (Rn; V ) is compact.
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4 Static spherically symmetric fields
We assume that all the elds are static and that @0 is a timelike hypersurface orthogonal
killing vector eld for the metric. Therefore
@0U
 = 0 ; @0A = 0 ; @0 = 0 and Uj0 = U0j = 0 :
Since U is symmetric, i.e. U = U, we dene the following subspace of the 4 by 4
matrices
S := fX = (X) 2M44 jX = X and X0j = 0 g :
Then letting U = (U), U takes values in S. We employ the temporal gauge
A0 = 0 :
Therefore if we write the gauge potential Ai as a 3-tuple A = (A1; A2; A3) then the gauge





The above discussion shows that Wk;p (R
3; S), Wk;p (R
3) and Wk;p (R
3; su(2)3) are appro-
priate functions spaces for the static metric densities, dilaton elds, and gauge potentials,
respectively.
In addition to being static, we will also assume that our elds are spherically sym-
metric. To dene what we mean by spherical symmetry we rst need to specify an action
of SO(3) on spacetime R4. We want SO(3) to act on the hypersurfaces orthogonal to
the timelike killing vector eld @0. So using the matrix representation of SO(3) given
by
SO(3) = f a 2 M33 j at = a−1 and det(a) = 1 g
we dene a SO(3) action on spacetime by
 : SO(3) R4 ! R4 : (a; (x0;x)) ! a(x0;x) := (x0; ax)
where we are treating x as a column vector and ax denotes matrix multiplication. We
then get the induced action on functions via pullbacks. Therefore SO(3) acts on the
dilaton eld  (x) as follows
a( )(x) :=  (atx) :
Lifting the SO(3) action on spacetime to the tensor bundle, we get the following action










Let eC10 (R3) denote the set of smooth SO(3)-invariant functions with compact sup-
port, i.e. eC10 (R3) := f 2 C10 (R3) j = a for all a 2 SO(3) g :
In other words, eC10 (R3) is the set of radial functions on R3. Similarly, deneeC10 (R3; S) := fU 2 C10 (R3; S) jU = aU for all a 2 SO(3) g :
In addition to being spherically symmetric, we will assume that our gauge potential is
purely magnetic. Choosing an appropriate gauge, the gauge potential can then be written
as [2]
Ai(x) := u(x)ijkxkj























is a basis for su(2). Therefore we dene the set of smooth static spherically symmetric
purely magnetic gauge potentials with compact support by
A10 := fA : R3 ! su(2)3 jAi(x) = u(x)ijkxkj for some u 2 eC10 (R3) g :




@jAj = 0 : (4.1)
So then the spherically symmetric Sobolev spaces we consider are
Dk;p := eC10 (R3)  Wk;p (R3) ; (4.2)
Uk;p := eC10 (R3; S)  Wk;p (R3; S) ; (4.3)
and
Ak;p := A10  Wk;p (R3; su(2)3) : (4.4)
Because of (4.1) we have
divA = 0 for all A 2 Ak;p (4.5)
by the density of A10 in Ak;p and the continuity of dierentiation (see (3.1)).
Proposition 4.1. For −1 <  < 0 the Laplacian  : Dk;p ! Dk;p−2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Straightforward calculation shows that (eC10 (R3))  eC10 (R3). Using formula
(3.3), it is not dicult to verify that if  2 eC10 (R3) then a(−1 ) = −1 for all
a 2 SO(3). The proposition then follows from these two results and theorem 3.4.
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The next proposition is proved in the same fashion.
Proposition 4.2. For −1 <  < 0 the Laplacian  : Uk;p ! Uk−2;p−2 is an isomorphism.
We will often use the following notation
r := jxj and ()0 = d()
dr
:
Proposition 4.3. For −2 <  < 1 the Laplacian  : A2;p ! A0;p−2 is an isomorphism.













and hence (A10 )  A10 . Therefore  : A2;p ! A0;p−2 is continuous by the density of
A10 and the continuity of  : W2;p (R3; su(2)3) ! W0;p−2(R3; su(2)3).
Let eC10 (R5) denote the set of smooth radial functions with compact support on R5.
Then for v 2 eC10 (R5) the action of the Laplacian is given by




Dene Vk;p := eC10 (R5)  Wk;p (R5). From (4.7) we have (eC10 (R5))  eC10 (R5) and
hence it follows from the continuity of  : W2;p (R
5) ! W0;p−2(R5) that  : V2;p ! V0;p−2
is continuous. From the formula (3.3) it is easy to verify that if v 2 eC10 (R5) then −1(v)
is again a radial function and so −1(V0;p−2)  V2;p for −3 <  < 0 by theorem 3.4. This
shows that
 : V2;p ! V0;p−2 is an isomorphism for −3 <  < 0: (4.8)
Any positive denite invariant product hji on su(2) is given by hAjBi = −2Tr(AB)
for all A;B 2 su(2) for some  > 0. A short calculation shows that ju(r)ijkxkj j2
= 2u(r)2r2. From this it is easy to establish that the map
T : Vk;p−1 −! Ak;p ; u(r) 7−! u(r)ijkxkj (4.9)
is an isomorphism. Moreover
T  =   T (4.10)
by (4.6) and (4.7). The proof now follows as (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) show that  : A2;p !
A0;p−2 is an isomorphism for −2 <  < 1.
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5 Differentiability of the field equations
In this section we establish that the reduced eld equations and the YMd equations
dene dierentiable maps. In fact they dene analytic maps. Before we proceed we rst
introduce some denitions.
Let Lk(B1; B2) denote the Banach space of k-linear and continuous maps from the
Banach space B1 into B2 with norm
kT kLk(B1;B2) := supf kT (x1; : : : ; xk)kB2 j supfkx1kB1 ; : : : ; kxkkB1g  1 g :
Definition 5.1. Let X1 and X2 be Banach spaces and let U be an open subset of X1.
A map T : U ! V2 is said to be analytic if for each x 2 U there exists a R > 0 and a








Tk(y − x; : : : ; y − x) for all y with ky − xkX1 < R.
We use C!(U;X2) to denote the set of all the analytic maps from U to X2.
An open ball in a Banach space X will be denoted by
BX(x;R) := f y 2 X j kx− ykX < Rg
We then have the following useful proposition:
Proposition 5.2. Suppose u 2 C!(BRn(0;R);R) satises u(0) = 0. Furthermore, sup-
pose X is a commutative Banach algebra where C is any constant such that kxykX 
CkxkXkykX for all x; y 2 X. Then the map








xI11 : : : x
In
n






− 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0










0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCA (5.2)
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@u for  6= 0
0 for  = 0 :
We now collect some results from [11] concerning the analyticity of various quantities
involving the density U. We note that in [11] the propositions we quote were proved
under the assumption that p  4. However, using lemma 3.3 it is not dicult to verify
that all the following proposition are valid for p > 3.
Proposition 5.3. [Proposition 3.10, [11]] Suppose p > 3 and −1 <  < 0. Then for any
R > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that the following maps are of class C!:
(−;)BW2,pδ (R3;S)(0;R) ! W
2;p
 (R
3; S) : (;U) 7! (g − g
o
)
(−;)BWk,pδ (R3;S)(0;R) ! W
2;p
 (R




(−;)BW2,pδ (R3;S)(0;R) ! W
2;p
 (R
3) : (;U) 7! jdjq=2 − 1
for q = −3;−2;−1; 1; 2. Moreover, the following expansions are valid
jdj − 1 = −4U00 + O(2) ; pd− 1 = −2U00 + O(2) ;
1p
d
− 1 = 2U00 + O(2) ; (g − g
o
) = −4(00)U00 + O(2) :
Proposition 5.4. [Proposition 6.2, [11]] Suppose p > 3 and −1 <  < 0. Then for any
R > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that the Christofel symbols

















U00; if  = γ = 0 and  6= 0
0 otherwise :
Proposition 5.5. Suppose p > 3 and −1 <  < 0. Then for any R > 0 there exists a 
such that the map
(E −) : (−;)BW2,p
δ
(R3;S)(0;R) ! W0;p−2(R3; S) : (;U) 7! (E −U)
is of class C! where E is dened by (2.18). Moreover,





















F; − ΓF − ΓF + 2 ;F + [A ; F ]

: (5.4)
The YMd equations are then 1 = (1) = 0 and 
2 = 0.
We will split the gauge potential A and the dilaton eld  as follows
A(x) = W (r) + Y (x) = Wi(r)dxi + Yi(x)dxi (5.5)
and









and (r) are to be considered as xed. Under the splitting (5.5), the gauge potential
decomposes as
F = FW + F
Y
 + [Y;W ] + [W; Y ] (5.8)
where
FW := @W − @W + [W;W ] (5.9)
and
FY := @Y − @Y + [Y; Y ] : (5.10)
















Proposition 5.6. Suppose w(r) 2 C2((0;1)) satises
1. w(r) − 1 2 O(r2), w0(r) 2 O(r) as r ! 0,
2. w(r) + 1 2 O(r−) or w(r) − 1 2 O(r−) as r !1,
3. w0(r) 2 O(r−(+1)) and w00(r) 2 O(r−(+2)) as r !1.
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Then W 2 A2;p1 for any 1 > −1, p > 1 and FW 2 W
2;p
2
(R3; su(2)) for any 2 >
−(2 + ), p > 1.
Proof. Follows directly from the formulas (5.7), (5.11) and the denition of the weighted
Sobolev spaces.
Remark 5.7. For the remainder of this article, we will assume
 w(r) satises the hypotheses of proposition 5.6 for some 0 <   1,
  2 D2;p for −1 >  > 0.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose −(1 + ) >  > −1 and p > 3. Then for any R > 0 and
; ; γ = 0; 1; 2; 3 the following maps are C!
BW2,pδ (R3;su(2)3)(0;R) ! W
1;p
−1(R
3; su(2)) : (Yj) 7! F ;
and
BW2,pδ (R3;su(2)3)(0;R) ! W
0;p
−2(R
3; su(2)) : (Yj) 7! [A; Fγ ] ;
whre A and F are given by the formula (5.5) and (5.8), respectively.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of lemma 3.3 and proposition 5.6.
Proposition 5.9. Suppose p > 3 and −1 < 1 < 0 and −(1 + ) < 2 < −1. Then for
any R > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that the map




3; su(2)3) : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (1;2)
is of class C!.
Proof. Follows easily from lemma 3.3 and propositions 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.8.
Proposition 5.10. Suppose p > 3 and −1 < 1 < 0 and −(1 + ) < 2 < −1. Then for
any R > 0 there exists  > 0 and  > 0 such that the maps
T : (−;)BW2,pδ1 (R3;S)(0;R)BW2,pδ2 (R3;su(2)3)(0;R)BW2,pδ1 (R3)(0;R)
−! W1;p1−(2+)(R3; S) : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (T)
and
T : (−;)BW2,pδ1 (R3;S)(0;R)BW2,pδ2 (R3;su(2)3)(0;R)BW2,pδ1 (R3)(0;R)
−! W1;p1−(2+)(R3; S) : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (T )
are of class C!.
Proof. Follows easily from lemma 3.3 and propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.8.
We now prove spherically symmetric versions of propositions 5.5, 5.9 and 5.10.
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Proposition 5.11. Suppose p > 3 and −1 <  < 0. Then for any R > 0 there exists a
 such that the map
(E −) : (−;)BU2,pδ (0;R) ! U
0;p
−2 : (;U) 7! (E −U)
is of class C!. Moreover,






Proof. Given R, let  be determined as in proposition 5.5. By straightforward calculation
it can be shown that if U 2 eC10 (R3; S) \BW2,pδ (R3;S)(0;R) then
(E − )(U) 2 eC10 (R3; S). Consequently (E − ) eC10 (R3; S) \BW2,pδ (R3;S)(0;R) eC10 (R3; S). Therefore (E−)BU2,pδ (0;R)  U0;p−2 by the density of eC10 (R3; S) in U2;p
for  2 R, and continuity of the map (E −) by proposition 5.5. The proposition now
follows from proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.12. Suppose p > 3 and −1 < 1 < 0 and −(1 + ) < 2 < −1. Then for
any R > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that the map
 : (−;)BU2,pδ1 (0;R)BA2,pδ2 (0;R)BD2,pδ1 (0;R)
−! A0;p2−2 D0;p1−2 : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (1;2)
is of class C!.
Proof. As in the proof of proposition 5.11, straightforward calculation shows that if
U 2 eC10 (R3; S) \ BW2,pδ (R3;S)(0;R), Y 2 A10 \ BW2,pδ2 (R3;su(2)3)(0;R) and  2 eC10 (R3) \
BW2,pδ1 (R
3)(0;R) then (Y; ) 2 eC10 (R3) \ C2  A10 \ C2. We then argue in the same
manner as proposition 5.11.
Proposition 5.13. Suppose p > 3 and −1 < 1 < 0 and −(1 + ) < 2 < −1. Then for








−! U1;p1−(2+) : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (T)
and
T : (−;)BU2,pδ1 (0;R)BA2,pδ2 (0;R)BD2,pδ1 (0;R)
−! U1;p1−(2+) : (;U; Y; ) 7−! (T )
are of class C!.
Proof. See the proofs of propositions 5.11 and 5.12.
From (3.2) and propositions 4.2, 5.11 and 5.13 we get the following:
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Proposition 5.14. Suppose −1 < 1 < 0, −(1+) < 2 < −1 and p > 3. Then for any
R > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that
 : (−;)BU2,pδ1 (0;R)BA2,pδ2 (0;R)BD2,pδ1 (0;R) −! U
2;p
1
: (;U; Y; ) 7! (U −−1 T  − (E −U)}
is of class C!.
From the denition of  it is clear that the reduced eld equations (2.16) are equivalent
to  = 0 .
6 Solving the reduced field equations
We now employ the same method as in [11] to nd solutions to the reduced eld equations.
Namely, we rst solve the reduced equations for  = 0, and then use an implicit function
argument to show that there exist a solution for  small enough.
6.1 λ = 0
Assume −1 < 1 < 0 , −(1 + ) < 2 < −1, p > 3 and for xed R > 0 let  > 0 be as in





 −U00;U00; + 12 jgradU00j2 if  6= 0;  6= 0





















































(T  + U00;U00; − 12 jgradU00j2 if  6= 0;  6= 0
−1T  if  = 0;  6= 0 or  6= 0;  = 0





−1T  if  6= 0;  6= 0
0 if  =  = 0 (6.2)
solves (0;U; Y; ) = 0 for any Y 2 BA2,pδ2 (0;R) and  2 BD2,pδ1 (0;R).
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6.2 λ 6= 0
Proposition 6.1. Suppose −1 < 1 < 0, −(1 + ) < 2 < −1, and p > 3. Then there
exists a  > 0,  > 0 and a C1 map
U^ : (−;)BA2,pδ2 (0; )BD2,pδ1 (0; ) ! U
2;p
1
: (; Y; ) ! U^(; Y; ) = (U^(; Y; ))
such that (; U^(; Y; ); Y; ) = 0 for all (; Y; ) 2 (−;)  BA2,pδ2 (0; )  BD2,pδ1 (0; ).
Moreover, U^ satises U^00(0; 0; 0) = 0, D2U^00(0; 0; 0) = 0, and D3U^00(0; 0; 0) = 0.
Proof. Fix R > 0 and let  > 0 be chosen so that the maps , E −  and T are
of class C! which we can do by propositions 5.11, 5.13, and 5.14. Then we can solve
(0;U; 0; 0) = 0 by (6.2). Let Ub denote the solution. Note that U00b = 0 again by (6.2).
So D2(E −)(;Ub) = 0 by proposition (5.11). From the expansions in proposition 5.3,
and formula (2.9) it follows that D2T (0;Ub; 0; 0) = 0. Therefore from the denition of 
it is clear that
D2(0;Ub; 0; 0) = 1I U2,pδ1
; (6.3)
and hence by the implicit function theorem there exists a  > 0,  > 0, and a C1 map
U^ : (−; )BA2,pδ2 (0; )BD2,pδ1 (0; ) ! U
2;p
1
: (; Y; ) ! U^(; Y; ) = (U^(; Y; ))
such that
(; U^(; Y; ); Y; ) = 0 (6.4)
for all (; Y; ) 2 (−; )BA2,pδ2 (0; )BD2,pδ1 (0; ). Dierentiating (6.4) with respect to
Y and using (6.3) we nd
D2U^00(0; 0; 0) = −D300(0;Ub; 0; 0) : (6.5)
But











− 12 hFjF iggg

where
F = @Y − @Y + [Y; Y ] + [Y; Y ] + [Y;W ] + [W; Y ] (6.6)
and F is given by the formula (5.8). Setting  = 0 we get, by (2.9), (5.2), and the
expansions of proposition 5.3, that D200(0;Ub; 0; 0) = 0. Therefore D2U00(0; 0; 0) = 0
by (6.5). Similar calculations show that D3U00(0; 0; 0) = 0.
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7 Solving the YMd equations
Suppose −1 < 1 < 0, −(1+) < 2 < −1, p > 3 and let ,  and U^ be as in proposition
6.1. Then by the results of propositions 5.12 and 6.1 the map






^(; Y; ) := (; U^(; Y; ); Y; ) (7.2)
is C1.
Dene
Γ^γ(; Y; ) := Γ

γ(; U^(; Y; )) :
Then (2.24), (2.9), (5.2), the expansions of proposition 5.3, and proposition 6.1 show
that
Γ^γ(0; 0; 0) = 0 ; D2Γ^

γ(0; 0; 0) = 0 and D1Γ^

γ(0; 0; 0) = 0 :
Using this result along with (2.9), (4.5), (5.2), and the expansions of proposition 5.3, we
nd after straightforward calculation that
^2(0; 0; 0) = − ‘Y
‘d
e2ijklhFWik jFWjl i (7.3)



















+[Wi;@kYj ] + 2Fij@k+ [Yk; FWij ] + [Wk; Fij ]

; (7.5)





D2^2(0; 0; 0)  Y = −2‘Y
‘d
ijklhFWik jFjli ; (7.7)
D3^2(0; 0; 0)   =  − 2‘Y
‘d
e2ijklhFWik jFWjl i ; (7.8)
where FWij and Fij are given by the formulas (5.9) and (6.6), respectively. Observe that
(7.3) and (7.4) are precisely the flat space static spherically symmetric Yang-Mills-dilaton
equations.





























[Yi; @kWj ] + [Wi; @kYj ]
+ 2Fij@k+ [Yk; FWij ] + [Wk; Fij ]

; (7.10)





K21  Y := −2‘Y
‘d
ijklhFWik jFjli ; (7.12)
K22   := −2‘Y
‘d
e2ijklhFWik jFWjl i : (7.13)
To solve the YMd equations we again employ an implicit function technique where
we assume that (W;) is a solution to the YMd equations, i.e.
^(0; 0; 0) = 0 (7.14)
In order to use the implicit function theorem we need prove that






is an isomorphism. As the next result shows, it will be enough to establish that kerK =
f0g. The diculty in proving that K is an isomorphism lies with the fact that its
spectrum contains both strictly negative and positive components. Therefore the fact
that kerK = f0g cannot be proved by an integration by parts argument. It is worth
noting that the negative part of the spectrum accounts for the well known instability of
the Yang-Mills-dilaton solutions.








Since −(1 + ) < 2 < −1 and −1 < 1 < 0 there exists and  > 0 such that −(1 + ) <
2 < −(1 + ) and −1 < 1 < −. Therefore K(A2;p2  D
2;p
1
)  A1;p2−(2+)  D
1;p
1−(1+)







by lemma 3.5 and hence K : A2;p2  D
2;p
1
! A0;p2−2  D
0;p




! A0;p2−2  D
0;p
1−2 is an isomorphism by propositions 4.1 and 4.3 it follows
by compactness of K that Index ( +K) = 0 and the proof is complete.
Proposition 7.2. If (W;) is a non-trivial C2 solution to the the flat space YMd equa-
tions (7.14) where  2 D2;p1 and W satises the hypothesis of proposition 5.6, then








Proof. By assumption (W;) is a classical solutions to the YMd equations. Using (5.7)
the YMd equations become











We have absorbed the coupling constants by a suitable scaling of r and .
Suppose (Y; ) 2 A2;p2 D
2;p
1






= 0 : (7.17)
Note that this equation is nothing more that the linearized Yang-Mills-dilaton (lYMd)
equations. Now, K is uniformly elliptic and has coecients in C2 since W and  are C2
by assumption. Therefore by elliptic regularity, see [9] theorem 9.19 or [8] theorem 3.6,











the lYMd equations (7.17) can be written as
v00 + 0w0 + 0v0 − (3w
2 − 1)
r2



















0 − 1 v(r) := r
2
w0(r) (7.20)
is a solution to the lYMd equations (7.18) and (7.19).
Proof. The lemma is proved by substitution of (r) = r2
0 − 1 and v(r) = r2w0(r) into
(7.18)-(7.19) and repeated use of the YMd equations (7.15)-(7.16).
The proof of this lemma may be understood heuristically as follows. Since w and  are
solutions to the YMd equations (7.15)-(7.16), it can be veried that
w(r) := w(e=2r)  := (e=2r)−  (7.21)
also solve the YMd equations for any  2 R. Thus (w ; ) is a one-parameter family of















would be a solution to the lYMd equations and indeed this is what we nd.
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Now,
Y (x) 2 o(r2) ; @jY (x) 2 o(r2−1)
(x); (x) 2 o(r1) ; @j(x); @j(x) 2 o(r1−1);
as r ! 1 by [1] theorem 1.2 (iv). Therefore, the above results and our assumptions on
w(r) imply that
w(r) − 1 or w(r) + 1 2 o(r2+1) ; v(r) 2 o(r2+1) ; w0(r) ; v0(r) 2 o(r2 ) ; (7.23)
(r) ; (r) 2 o(r1 ) ; 0(r) ; 0(r) 2 o(r1−1) ; (7.24)
as r !1.
Lemma 7.4. Let  = minf−(2 + 1);−1g . Then there is at most one non-trivial
solution (; v) to the lYMd equations (7.18)-(7.19) on (0;1) satisfying
v(r) 2 o(r−) and 0(r); v0(r) 2 o(r−(+1)) as r!1. (7.25)
Proof. Suppose w0(r) = 0 on an interval [r1; r2] where 0 < r1 < r2. Then w = 0 or
w = 1 by (7.15). If w = 0 on [r1; r2] then by uniqueness of solutions to dierential
equations if follows from (7.15)-(7.16) that w = 0 on (0;1). But then jw(r) − 1j = 1
and jw(r) + 1j = 1. So the fall o condition (7.23) is violated and hence w cannot be
identically zero on an interval [r1; r2]. On the other hand, if w = 1 on [r1; r2] then
similar arguments show that w = 1 on (0;1). Thus W = 0 by (5.7) and hence  = 0
by (7.3) and (7.14). As  is an isomorphism we must have  = 0. But this contradicts the
assumption that (W;) was non-trivial solution to (7.14). Thus w0 cannot be identically
zero on any interval. Moreover, by the Cauchy-Kowalevski w will be analytic on (0;1).
So the set fw0(r) = 0 j r 2 (0;1)g cannot have any limit points and hence is discrete.
Let




Suppose r0 2 (0;1) and P (r0) = 0. Then w0(r0) = 0 and w(r0) = 1. Again appealing
to the uniqueness of solutions to dierential equations we can conclude that w = 1 on
(0;1). But from the arguments above we know that this cannot happen and therefore
P (r) > 0 for all r 2 (0;1).
Let (1; v1) and (2; v2) be two non-trivial linearly independent solutions to the lYMd
equations (7.18)-(7.19). Suppose that there exists a smooth function f(r) on (r1; r2) ,












Then v02 = (fv1)
0 = f 0v01 +fv
0
1 = f
0v1 +v02 and hence f
0v1 = 0 on (r1; r2). Therefore
f 0 = 0 or v1 = v2 = 0 on (r1; r2).
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Suppose f 0 = 0 on (r1; r2). Then f 0(r) = f0 on (r1; r2) for some constant f0 6= 0.
Therefore v2 = f0v1 on (r1; r2). The lYMd equations (7.18)-(7.19) then imply that
(r201)











0 + 0v01 −
(3w2 − 1)
r2
v1 = 0 ; (7.28)
(r202)












0 + 0v01 −
(3w2 − 1)
r2
v1 = 0 : (7.30)
Subtracting (7.28) and (7.30) we get w0(01−02=f0) = 0. As w0 is zero for only a discrete
set of points we must have (1−2=f0)0 = 0 on (r1; r2). So there exists a constant b0 such
that 2 = f01 + b0 and it follows from (7.27)-(7.30) that ePb0=f0 = 0. As eP > 0
we must have b0 = 0. Thus 2 = f01. We have established that 2(r) = f01(r)
and v2(r) = f0v1(r) for all r 2 (r1; r2) and hence it remains true for all r 2 (0;1) by
uniqueness of solutions to dierential equations. But this contradicts the assumption that
(v1; 1) and (v2; 2) were linearly independent. Therefore we conclude that f 0 cannot be
identically zero on (r1; r2).
So suppose now that v1 = v2 = 0 on (r1; r2). Then the lYMd equation (7.18) implies
that 01w0 = 02w0 on (r1; r2). Again using the fact that w0 = 0 only on a discrete set
of point we nd that 01 = 
0
2 = 0 on (r1; r2). Therefore there exists constants b1, b2
such that 1 = b1 and 2 = b2 on (r1; r2). Using the other lYMd equation (7.19) we see
that ePb1 = ePb2 = 0 since eP > 0. So b1 = b2 = 0 and we arrive at 1 = 2 = 0
on (r1; r2). Again by uniqueness of solutions to dierential equations we conclude that
v1 = v2 = 1 = 2 = 0 on (0;1). But this contradicts the assumption that the solutions
(v1; 1) and (v2; 2) were not trivial. Thus we cannot have v1 = v2 = 0 on (r1; r2). This
shows that for any interval (r1; r2) there does not exist a non-vanishing function f(r)










are linearly independent every where on (0;1) except for perhaps a discrete set of points.
Note from the denition of  that  2 (0; 1) since−(1+) < 2 < −1 and−1 < 1 < 0.
Also from the denition of  and (7.23) and (7.24) we see that w − 1 or w+ 1 2 o(r−),
w0 0 2 o(r−) as r ! 1. By assumption v 2 o(r−), and 0, v0 2 o(r−) as r ! 1.
Therefore letting





h 2 o(r−2(1+)) as r !1: (7.32)
Let
v = b1v1 + b2v2
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= h : (7.33)
Consider the initial value problem
q00 − 2
r2




Choose r0 large enough so that
jh(r)j  1
2r20
for all r  r0 (7.35)
which we can do by (7.32). By (7.31) and increasing r0 by a small amount if necessary








From (7.34) and (7.36) we get
(v − q)00 = 2
r2
(v − q) + h (7.37)
and
(v − q)0(r0) > 0 and (v − q)(r0) = 12 : (7.38)
So
(v − q)00(r0) = 1
r20





by (7.35), (7.37), and (7.38). Therefore there exists an  > 0 such that (v − q)00(r) > 0
for r0  r  r0 + . This implies that (v − q)0(r) > 0 for r0  r  r0 +  by (7.38)
and hence (v − q)(r)  1=2 for r0  r  r0 +  again by (7.38). Suppose r1 is the
rst r > r0 for which (v − q)0(r) = 0. Then using the same arguments used to derive
(7.39) we nd that (v − q)00(r1) > 0 which contradicts (v − q)0(r1) = 0. Therefore we
conclude that (v − q)0(r) > 0 for all r  r0 which implies that (v − q)(r)  1=2 for
all r  r0. Solving the initial value problem (7.34) we nd that q(r) = r2=(2r20) and
hence v(r)  1=2 + r2=(2r20) for all r  r0. But this contradicts the fall o condition
v(r) 2 o(r−). So we conclude that there cannot exist two linearly independent solutions
to the lYMd equations (7.18)-(7.19) satisfying the conditions (7.25).
It is clear from (7.23) and (7.24) that the lYMd solution (7.20) satises (7.25). This must
be the unique lYMd solution satisfying (7.25) and hence kerK = f0g as the solution (7.20)
does not lie in A2;p2 D2;p1 . This proves, by proposition 7.1, that K is an isomorphism.
We are now ready to solve the YMd equations.
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Proposition 7.5. Suppose −1 < 1 < 0, −(1 + ) < 2 < −1, p > 3 and let  and 
be as in (7.1). If (W;) is a non-trivial C2 solution to the the flat space YMd equations
(7.14) where  2 D2;p1 and W satises the hypothesis of proposition 5.6, then there exists
^ 2 (0;) and two C1 maps
Y^ : (−^; ^) ! BA2,pδ2 (0; ) and ^ : (−^; ^) ! BD2,p;1(0; )
such that Y^ (0) = 0, ^(0) = 0 and ^(; Y^ (); ^()) = 0 for all  2 (−^; ^).





1−2 is an isomorphism by propositions 7.2
we can apply the implicit functions theorem to get the desired result.
8 Solving the EYMd field equations
By the propositions 6.1 and 7.5 we can solve the reduced eld equations (2.17) and the
YMd equations (2.22)-(2.23) provided we have a classical solutions of the flat space YMd
equations (7.15)-(7.16). Using the following result of Heilig [11], we will see that this
solution will actually be a solution to the full EYMd equations.
Proposition 8.1. [propostion 6.1, [11]] Suppose −1 <  < 0, p > 3, and  > 0.
Furthermore, suppose
T : [0;] ! W0;p−2(R3; S3) \ C1(R3; S3) :  7! (T )
and
U: [0,] ! W2;p (R3; S3) :  7! (U )
are two continuous maps such that for every  2 [0;] : (;U ; T ) is a solution to
the reduced eld equations 2.16, rT = 0, and @γT 2 BW0,pδ−2(R3)(0; R) for some
R > 0 independent of  and ; ; γ. Then there exists a constant ^ 2 (0;] such that
@U

 = 0 for all  2 [0; ^].
Proposition 8.2. Suppose −1 < 1 < 0, −(1 + ) < 2 < 1, p > 3, (W;) is a
non-trivial C2 solution to the the flat space YMd equations (7.14) where  2 D2;p1 and
W satises the hypothesis of proposition 5.6. Then there exist a  > 0 and C1 maps
U : [−;] ! U2;p2 :  7! (U

 ) , Y : [−;] ! A2;p2 :  7! (Y  ) , and  : [−;] !




W +Y  ;  
 = + ) is a C2 solution to the EYMd equations (2.6), (2.22), and (2.23).
Proof. Since (W;) is a non-trivial C2 solution to the the flat space YMd equations
(7.14) where  2 D2;p1 and W satises the hypothesis of proposition 5.6, we nd by
propositions 6.1 and 7.5 that there exists a  > 0 and C1 maps U : [−;] ! U2;p2 ,
:  7! (U ), Y : [−;] ! A2;p2 :  7! (Y  ) , and  : [−;] ! D
2;p
1
:  7! , such
that (Y 0; 0) = (0; 0), and
(;U(); Y (); ()) = 0 ; (;U(); Y (); ()) = 0
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for all  2 (−;). To reduce notation, we will often write U, Y and  instead of U,
Y , and .
Lemma 8.3. There exists a  2 (0;] such that A = W + Y ;   = +  2 C2 for
all  2 (−;).
Proof. Let BR  R3 be an open ball of radius R centered at the origin. Then  ,  ;,
U , U; , A, A; 2 W1;p(BR), where recall that A = W + Y and  =  + . As
W1;p(BR) is a Banach algebra, we have










jF − 2 ;Fj − [A ; F;j ]
  2 W1;p(BR;R3) ;







(ik + 42Uik)lj − 42Ulkij
 2 W1;p(BR;M33)
and hence f; hj ; gij ; Qiklj 2 C0;1−3=p(BR) by the Sobolev embedding theorem. Notice
that YMd equations (;U(); Y (); ()) = 0 can be written as




xixjAl = hj :
It is obvious that W1;p1 (R
3)  W1;p(R3) and hence (−;) ! C0(R3) :  7! U is
continuous by the Sobolev embedding theorem. Therefore there exists a  2 (0;) such
that the operators gij@2xixj and Q
ij@2xixj are uniformly elliptic on R
3 for all  2 [−;].
By elliptic regularity, Aj = Wj+Y

j and  
 = +  are in C2(BR) for all  2 [−;].
As  is independent of R the result follows.
It follows immediately from equation (2.26), proposition 5.10, and the above lemma
that the hypotheses of proposition 8.1 are satised. Therefore we conclude that there
exist a constant ^ 2 (0;] such that
@U

 = 0 (8.1)
for all  2 [0; ^]. This implies that the full EYMd equations are equivalent to  = 0 and
 = 0 and hence (;U; A = W + Y ;   = + ) satisfy the EYMd equations for all
 2 (0; ^].
Using (8.1), the reduced eld equations  = 0 can be written as
gij@2xixjU
 = H
where H = −A−B−C+4GjdjT. As in lemma 8.3, it can be shown that for
any  2 (0; ^) and R > 0 that H 2 C0;1−3=p(BR). Since ^  , gij@2xixj is uniformly
elliptic on R3. Therefore by elliptic regularity we have U 2 C2.
9 Existence








to the YMd equation such that  2 D2;p1 where−1 < 1 < 0,
24
and w(r) satises the hypotheses of proposition 5.6 for some 1   > 0 then we will
automatically get C2 static spherically symmetric EYMd solutions. The next theorem
provides the existence of an innite number of solutions to the YMd equations. However,
it is not clear from the theorem if any of the solutions satisfy our assumptions Therefore
we cannot, without more work, immediately conclude existence of EYMd solutions.
Theorem 9.1. [theorem 1, [10]] There exists a sequence n = 1; 2; 3; : : : of C1 solutions
(wn(r); n(r)) to the flat YMd equations (7.15)-(7.16) dened on (0;1) such that wn
has precisely n local maxima and minima and limr!1wn(r) = (−1)n.
Remark 9.2. It is also established in [10] that the solutions (wn(r); n(r)) from theorem
9.1 satisfy the following
1. limr!1 n(r) = const,
2. jwj  1, w0n 2 o(r−1) and 0n 2 O(r−2) as r !1,
3. wn(r) and n(r) are analytic in a neighborhood of r = 0 and wn − 1 2 O(r2) as
r! 0,
4. w0n is either strictly positive or negative for r large enough.
By using the scaling transformation (7.21), we can assume limr!1 n(r) = 0 .
The next proposition will be used to show that for all n = 1; 2; 3; : : : the YMd
solutions from theorem 9.1 satify the appropriate conditions which allows us to apply
proposition 8.2.
Proposition 9.3. Suppose (w(r); (r)) is a solution to the flat YMd equations (7.15)-
(7.16) dened on (0;1) that satises jw(r)j < 1 for all r 2 (0;1), limr&0 w0(r) = 0,
limr!1w(r) = 1 or limr!1w(r) = −1, limr!1 (r) = 0, w0 2 o(1=r) and 0 2 O(r−2)
as r ! 1. Furthermore, suppose that there exist a R > 0 such that w0(r); w(r) > 0 or
w0(r); w(r) < 0 for all r  R. Then w00 2 O(r−5=2), w0 2 O(r−3=2), w − 1 or w + 1 2
O(r−1=2), 00 2 O(r−3), and  2 O(r−1) as r !1.
Proof. Dene










0 < u(r)  1 8 r 2 (0;1)









Lemma 9.4. If w0(r); w(r) > 0 (w0(r); w(r) < 0) for r  R and there exist a R  R
such that Z+(r) < 0 (Z−(r) < 0) for all r  R then w0 2 O(r−3=2) as r!1.
Proof. We only proof the case where w0(r) and w(r) are both positive for suciently
large r. The other case follows using similar arguments. Since w(r) > 0 for r  R,






8 r  R















8 r  R (9.1)
where C = u(R)
p
R. Note that (7.15) can be written (ew0)0 = −r−2wu. Then for





















The result then follows since w0(r) > 0 for r  R and limr!1 (r) = 0.
Lemma 9.5. If w0(r); w(r) > 0 (w0(r); w(r) < 0) for r  R and there exists a R  R
such that Z+(r) > 0 (Z−(r) > 0)for all r  R then for any  2 (0; 1) w0 2 O(r−2). In
particular for  = 3=4, w0 2 O(r−3=2).
Proof. Again, we only proof the case where w0(r) and w(r) are both positive for su-
ciently large r, with the other cases following from similar arguments. Since limr!1w(r) =
1 there exists a ~R  R such that w(r) > 0 for all r  ~R. Therefore, Z+(r) > 0 for









> 0 8 r  ~R
as w0 > 0 for all r  R. It then follows from (7.15) that






8 r  ~R :
Fix  2 (0; 1). As limr!1w(r) = 1, there exists a R  ~R such that w(r)  p for all
r  R. Thus





8 r  R : (9.2)
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8 r  R :
The proof then follows as limr!1 (r) = 0 and w0(r) > 0 for all r  R.
Lemma 9.6.
w0 2 O(r−2=3)
Proof. We need to consider two cases, namely w0(r); w(r) > 0 and w0(r); w(r) < 0 for r 
R. We will prove the lemma assuming that w0(r); w(r) > 0 for r  R with the other case
following from similar arguments. We may assume that there exists a sequence frng1n=1
such that R  r1 < r2 < r3 < : : : , limn!1 rn = 1, and Z+(rn) = 0 n = 1; 2; 3; : : :
because otherwise we are done by lemmas 9.4 and 9.5. From (7.15), it is easy to verify




u− 2jw0j2 + 2w0w0 : (9.3)
Dene












Since 0 2 O(r−2), jwj  1, and w0(r) > 0 for all r  R, there exists a ~R  R such that
f(r) > 0 8 r  ~R: (9.5)
Choose m 2 N large enough so that
rm  ~R : (9.6)







= 0 : (9.7)
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v(rm) = u(rm) v0(rm) = u0(rm) : (9.9)
From (9.3) and (9.8) we see that
(v − u)00 = 2
r2
(v − w2w) + f(r) : (9.10)
Then jwj  1, (9.4), (9.5), (9.9), and (9.10) imply that (v − u)00(rm) > 0. Therefore
there exists an  > 0 such that v0(r) > u0(r) for rm  r < rm +  and hence v(r) > u(r)
for rm  r < rm + . Let r be the rst r greater than rm for which v0(r) = u0(r).
Using v(r)  u(r), jwj  1, (9.4), (9.5), and (9.10), we see that (u− v)00(r) > 0 which
contradicts v0(r) = u0(r). Therefore v0(r) > u0(r) for all r  rm which implies that
1− w(r)2 < v(r) 8 r  rm : (9.11)


































= 0 by (9.7) :
Therefore






1=2w0()d 8 r  rm :
As w0 2 o(r−1) it is easy to see that there exists a C > 0 such that
1− w2(r)  C
r1=2
8 r  rm :
Using the same arguments as in lemma 9.4 it follows from this inequality that w0 2
O(r−3=2).











But w0 2 O(r−3=2) by lemma 9.6, and hence 1 − w(r) 2 O(r−1=2) by (9.13). Writing
(7.15) as
w00 = −0w0 + (w − 1)(w + 1)w
r2
(9.14)
we see that w00 2 O(r−5=2) since jwj  1, w0 2 O(r−3=2), 1 − w(r) 2 O(r−1=2), and 0 2
O(r−2). Using (7.16), limr!1 (r) = 1, and similar arguments, it is straightforward to
show that  2 O(r−1) and 00 2 O(r−2).
Theorem 9.7. There exists a sequence n = 1; 2; 3; : : : of C2 solutions (n;Un; An;  n)
to the EYMd equations (2.16), (2.17), (2.22), and (2.23).








Then it follows from theorem 9.1, remark 9.2, and proposition 9.3 that for n = 1; 2; 3; : : :
(Wn; n) is a C2-solution to the flat space YMd equations, wn(r) satises the the hy-
potheses of proposition 5.7 for any  2 (0; 1=2], and n 2 D2;p1 for any 1 2 (−1; 0) and
p > 3. The proof then follows from proposition 8.2.
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